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We performed high-resolution direct numerical simulations (DNSs) of canonical turbulent flows on the Earth Simulator.

They include (i) magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence at low magnetic Reynolds number under a uniform magnetic

field, and (ii) turbulent boundary layer with the momentum-thickness Reynolds number at inflow approximately 1980. The

DNSs provide invaluable data for the study of (i) the large scale statistics in MHD turbulence and (ii) turbulent structure in the

outer region of turbulent boundary layer. A new efficient numerical scheme for DNS of wall bounded turbulent flows was

proposed. We also made Large Eddy Simulation of turbulent boundary layer over urban-like and homogeneous roughness to

accurately estimate environmental impact on large cities covered by buildings and vegetations, and developed a DNS code to

study the turbulence in non-Newtonian surfactant solution between parallel plates.
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1. High-resolution DNS of canonical turbulent flows 
1.1 Examination of numerical schemes for high-resolution

DNS of turbulent channel flow

Turbulent channel flow is one of the most canonical wall-

bounded turbulent flows, and the DNS of the flow provides

us with detailed data free from experimental uncertainties.

The DNS therefore gives invaluable data for the investiga-

tion of wall-bounded turbulent flows. In fact, there have

been extensive studies, of turbulent channel flow by DNS. In

particular, Iwamoto et al. [1] and Hoyas and Jimenez [2]

recently performed very large-scale DNSs of turbulent chan-

nel flow. Both of the studies used a Fourier spectral method

in the stream-wise and span-wise directions, but in the wall

normal direction they used methods different from each

other; Iwamoto et al. used a Chebyshev-tau method, while

Hoyas and Jimenez used a spectral-like compact difference

method. Such a difference gives rise a question "What is the

most efficient numerical scheme for high-resolution DNS of

turbulent channel flow?"

In order to get some idea on this question, we examined

the accuracy of the numerical methods used in [1] and in [2].

In Chebyshev-tau method, truncated Chebyshev polynomial

expansions are used to approximate functions defined over a

finite domain (–1 < y < 1). Our analysis showed that the

polynomial expansion of order n can approximate sin(kπy)

and cos(kπy) well, but it also revealed that the approxima-

tion loses its accuracy remarkably at k > n/4. Our analysis

also showed that the accuracy of the approximation for

derivatives based on the polynomial expansions of order n is

much better than that based on spectral-like compact differ-

ence method with n grid points.

1.2 A new numerical scheme for DNS of turbulent boundary

layer

We have developed a new efficient numerical scheme for

DNS of turbulent boundary layer. The method is similar to

that used in Spalart et al. [3], but it uses a Sinc-Galerkin

method instead of Jacobi polynomial expansions.
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Fig. 1  Bird's eyes view of instantaneous flow field for Reδ 2 = 1980. Red,

high-speed region in near wall (u'+ > 3.0); blue, low-speed region

in near wall (u'+ < 3.0); light-green, low-speed region far from

wall (u'+ < 2.5); white, vortex region extracted by using the sec-

ond invariant of the velocity gradient tensor.

Fig. 2  A velocity fluctuation vector field in x-y cross-section for 

Reδ2 = 1980. Streamwise velocity fluctuations u'+, Blue to red,

–2.5 to 2.5; Vectors, velocity fluctuation field.

Theoretical computational cost is O (N logN) in the Sinc-

Galerkin method, in contrast to O(N 2) in the Jacobi polyno-

mial expansions, where N is the number of grid points in the

wall normal direction. Simple test problems showed that the

Sinc-Galerkin method with appropriate parameter values

yields results with a high accuracy.

1.3 The decay of low magnetic Reynolds number turbulence 

In a previous study [4], we examined the validity of

Loityanskey's hypothesis in isotropic decaying turbulence by

high-resolution DNSs in large computation domain. In order

to get better understanding on the universality of the large-

scale statistics in turbulence, we extended the study to

decaying magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence at low

magnetic Reynolds number under a uniform magnetic field,

which is one of the most representative anisotropic turbu-

lences of practical importance. The study was performed

under the collaboration with Prof. P. Davidson (Cambridge).

DNSs were performed with the number of grid points up to

10243, in a periodic domain whose dimensions, lbox, are much

larger than the integral scales l⊥, l|| of the turbulence, where l⊥
and l|| are integral scales perpendicular and parallel to exter-

nal homogeneous magnetic field, respectively. Detailed

analysis of the DNS data is now under way.

2. DNS of the turbulent boundary layer
Since boundary-layer flows are the technical matter of

concern for so many engineering applications and environ-

mental processes, many decades of study have been per-

formed by use of experimental approach. On the other hand,

DNS of turbulent boundary layer have been barely per-

formed compared with that of other wall-bounded turbulence

such as channel turbulence. Spalart[5] conducted the DNS of

turbulent boundary layer up to the momentum-thickness

Reynolds number of 1410. However, the turbulent structure

in the outer region was not discussed.

In this study, we calculated DNS of the turbulent bound-

ary layer on a flat plate, with zero pressure gradient, up to

the momentum-thickness Reynolds number at inflow of 

Reδ2 = 1980 where Reδ2 is based on the free stream velocity

U∞ and the momentum-thickness δ2. For the spatially devel-

oping boundary layers, turbulent inflow conditions are gen-

erated by rescaling the turbulent boundary layer at some dis-

tance downstream of inflow and reintroducing the recycled

mean profile and fluctuation field. This technique follows

that of Lund et al. [6]. A number of the total grid points used

in the calculations were up to about 109. In order to verify

the numerical results, turbulent statistics obtained from the

present study were compared with the previous experimental

and numerical results. The present results were in good

agreement in experimental ones.

A bird's eyes view of an instantaneous flow field at 

Reδ2 = 1980 is shown in Fig. 1 to grasp the three-dimensional

characteristics of the turbulent structure. The streaky struc-

tures in the near-wall region are observed. Its spanwise

wavelength is around 100 viscous wall units. On the other

hand, large low-speed regions exist and lift up from bottom

in the outer layer. These regions of low-momentum fluid are

located below and upstream of the hairpin vortex head,

which is induced by the flow associated with the vorticity in
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the head and neck of the hairpin vortex. 

A velocity fluctuation vector field in x-y cross-section for

Reδ2 = 1980 are shown in Fig. 2. The border of turbulent

region is clear and vortex heads located near its border 

(circled in Fig. 2) are raised up from below and upstream to

upper and downstream with a finite angle. Below the vortex

head, a large low-momentum region exits. Evidences are

obtained from this study that these large-scale structures far

from wall affect structures in the near-wall layer.

3. Turbulent boundary layer flow simulations over
urban-like and homogeneous roughness using LES
In the atmospheric fields, which determine thermal envi-

ronment such as an urban heat island and behavior of pollu-

tant diffusion in large city, a size or a distribution of the

roughness elements changes the turbulence structures in the

canopy and accordingly affects on the pollutant concentra-

tions and the temperature distributions.  In order to accurate-

ly estimate environmental impact on large cities covered by

buildings and vegetations and also deduce the scale similari-

ty law for urban flows, the flow over large-scale inhomoge-

neous (urban-type) roughness (δ/h = 6, δ : boundary layer

thickness, h: roughness height) has been studied using LES

and compared the turbulence characteristics with that over

homogeneous roughness (δ/h = 36). The quasi-periodic

boundary condition [7] is introduced in longitudinal direc-

tion to simulate the spatially developing boundary layer

flows. Table 1 shows computational domains and grid num-

bers for LES of rough turbulent boundary layers.

The vertical profile of longitudinal and shear stresses of

urban-like roughness flow don't collapse with those of the

homogenous roughness flow and experimental ones [8] (see

Fig. 3). So, the similarity law for urban-type roughness 

cannot be obtained even in the outer layer apart from ground

surface. For the homogeneous rough turbulent boundary

layer, the longitudinal large-scale coherent structures identi-

fied by low-speed area are formed above the roughness layer

and surrounded by small-scale vortices (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 3  Spatially averaged stresses normalized with friction velocity.

Fig. 4  Large-scale coherent structures above a roughness layer of the homogeneous

roughness, green area: low-speed region, white area: vortical structures.

Table 1  Computational domains and grid numbers.

 Computational domain Grid numbers

 (longitudinal) × (vertical) × (spanwise) (longitudinal) × (vertical) × (spanwise)

Homogeneous roughness 524 h × 80 h × 160 h 3,520 × 160 × 1,600

Urban-type roughness 88 h × 20 h × 40 h 1,760 × 160 × 800
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However for such a weak rough surface we could not find

clearly the coherent packets of hairpin vortices which have

been generally found in the smooth channel flows. For the

urban-type boundary layer (see Fig. 5), longitudinal large-

scale coherent structures are also recognized as a result of

concentration of small-scale vortices identified by the iso-

surface of the second invariant of velocity gradient tensor.

4. DNS of turbulence in non-Newtonian surfactant
solution between parallel plates
It is known that small amount of surfactant additives mod-

ifies the turbulence in water through its Rheological charac-

teristics. One of the attractive point from the application is

that turbulent drag coefficient in pipe is reduced to 30%

compared with water flow at the same flow rate. The neces-

sary amount of surfactant is order of 0.1%. The large benefit

of this method in energy conservation in water circulation

system is obvious. However, because the drag reduction

mechanism is still not clear, optimization of surfactant, flow

system and heat exchanger, which is sometimes necessary

component of water circulating system is not clarified.

Extensive investigation to find the missing links between the

chemicals, Rheology, turbulence and real components

through the large scale numerical analysis are needed.

The purpose of this subproject is to contribute to the ener-

gy conservation experiments with surfactant additives in the

real-scale air-conditioning systems in buildings through the

DNS analysis. The analysis will be performed for the turbu-

lence in non-Newtonian surfactant solution between parallel

plates. The result will be used for elucidating the drag reduc-

tion mechanism and estimation of heat transfer. Especially,

Reynolds number dependency of drag reduction and Prandtl

number dependency on heat transfer will be the major tar-

gets of this analysis.

In FY 2007, careful check of DNS code and pre-analysis

in PC was made. The optimization to increase the vectoriza-

tion rate has been finished. Presently, the code is under the

optimization to suit the multi-CPU machine. The achieve-

ment of this year is 55%.
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Fig. 5  Instantaneous iso-surfaces of the second invariant of velocity gradient tensor

normalized with its standard deviations for urban-type turbulent boundary

layer.
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